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Posted: 10:16 a.m. Friday, June 28, 2013

Hawks tried to trade up ... but didn't need to 

Michael Hickey / Getty Images

Related

By Chris Vivlamore

There is plenty to examine, breakdown and follow up on after Thursday night's draft.

For a quick recap, and to fill in some of the gaps, the Hawks:

1. Traded with the Celtics at the 16th pick, through the Mavericks, to obtain the rights of 7-foot Brazilian center Lucas
Nogueira (pronounced new-GAY-ruh)
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2. Selected German 6-1 point guard Dennis Schroeder (pronounced Shroe-derr) with the 17th pick.

3. Obtained forward Jared Cunningham from the Mavericks.

4. Obtained the rights to the Mavericks second-round pick (No. 44 overall) Bucknell center/forward Mike Muscala
(pronounced muss-KAL-uh)

5. Drafted Miami guard Shane Larkin with the 18th pick and traded his rights to the Mavericks.

6. Traded both their second-round picks, sending Raul Neto (No. 47 overall) to the Jazz in exchange for a 2015 second-
round pick and James Ennis (No. 50 overall) to the Heat for a conditional second-round pick in 2017.

Is that enough?

General manager insisted both first-round additions (more on them and the Hawks draft philosophy later today) were
players they targeted. I asked Ferry after the long night in he tried to move up in the draft. He acknowledged there were
discussions with other teams, including the Mavericks at 13 before they made the deal with the Celtics.

"We looked, we did explore moving up," Ferry said. "When those guys were available we stopped exploring moving back. We
felt like those were they guys that if we moved up specifically to get both of them we didn't wawnt to leave anything to chance
at the end. So we were a little aggressive in making sure we made that happen."

Ferry said both Nogueria and Schroeder will be developed but would not rule out any possibility - either they would be part of
the Hawks roster or remain overseas next season.

I know there are still many, many questions to be answered as the Hawks build a roster. I will work to get those answers in
the coming days but it's clear that most of that building will be done through free agency.

I'm sure plenty of you stated your opinion on the Hawks draft in the thread blog but let me know what you think about the
moves - those just made and those coming.
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Posted by Samurai-Squirrel at 8:43 a.m. Jun. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

Awesome. New blog and I'm first.

Posted by Samurai-Squirrel at 8:45 a.m. Jun. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

As I said on the last blog, I would've liked to have drafted a wing. Ledo or Franklin in the second round would have been
great value.
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Posted by PuckLikeAPornStar at 8:47 a.m. Jun. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

Schroeder (pronounced Shroe-derr)

Well, that clears that up.

I'm expecting a huge frenzy on July 1.

Posted by glw72 at 8:51 a.m. Jun. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

I am ok with the 1st rd picks and understand they are long term prospects who might not help right away. I still cant help but
think if they had swapped to move up to 13 they could have gotten Muhammad, who I think still has the potential to be a very
good player.

Not sure I liked what we did in the 2nd rd. Ennis seemed like a good pick, a small forward with length and good atheticism.
but we traded him away. Or wish we could have packaged our picks in the 2nd round and maybe moved up to get one of the
guys who fell in the draft....Mitchell, Franklin or Ledo. Those guys would have been low risk, high reward kind of players. 

I would give the Hawks a B- on this draft

Posted by Steve-W at 8:54 a.m. Jun. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

What is the Miami trade conditions

Posted by Steve-W at 8:56 a.m. Jun. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

Bennett, Thompson, varejo up front for the Cavs - powerful

Posted by Curtrob at 8:58 a.m. Jun. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

This kid Schroeder has Rondo written all over him. Not at long as Rondo and probably not as savvy, yet, but I like how he can
get to basket any time he wants. 
He is a much better shooter today than Rondo, and I can see him running a team. Great quickness, run the pick and roll
well. Need to develop a mid range game, 
But other than that he is everything I want my PG to be. 
I am a little disappointed we didn’t draft Dieng at 18. He was there, I thought he could contribute immediately..Not sold on
this Lucas kid, he will probably stay overseas for at least a year 
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Either way I trust any move Ferry makes because I know it sets up for the big picture… 

Posted by High-sider at 9:02 a.m. Jun. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

REPOST (FTPB)

Posted by High-sider at 8:00 a.m. Jun. 28, 2013 Report Abuse

If I was Pat Riley, I would offer Chris Bosh for Dwight Howard. I don't know if the numbers (or trade) work(s) [out].

When possible, the motto should be: "Tweak first; tank second."

Posted by High-sider at 9:03 a.m. Jun. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

REPOST (FTPB)

Posted by High-sider at 8:59 a.m. Jun. 28, 2013 Report Abuse

GM Ferry (is) still following that (Spurs) model, huh?

Lucas Nogueira is the Hawks' (more athletic) version of Tiago Splitter; both players (Nogueira and Splitter) are Brazilian
(nationals).

Dennis Schroeder is the Hawks' version of Tony Parker; both players (Schroeder and Parker) - get this - are black
Europeans. Does that sound like an oxymoron [to you] (LMAO)? One (player) is a black German (D. Schroeder) and the other
(player) is a black Frenchman (T. Parker); go figure. 

On the cool, as much as I loathe the Spurs and its "model" and as much as I hate to admit this, the Spurs (organization)
really should be celebrating its fifth [NBA] "ch'ip" (championship). The Spurs suffered a monumental meltdown (of epic
proportions) near the end of regulation in Game 6 of the 2013 NBA Finals. LJ (aka LBJ) and the Heat "got a few breaks" with
[the] two missed free throws by K. Leonard and M. Ginobili and [the] two made 3-pointers by L. James and R. Allen. 

Let's keep it real. The Heat never held a game lead over the Spurs in the 2013 NBA Finals [series] until after Game 7.

Posted by ATLAquarius at 9:03 a.m. Jun. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

Meh

Posted by devounknown1000 at 9:05 a.m. Jun. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

DF
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GRADE A

GO HAWKS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Posted by GASports at 9:06 a.m. Jun. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

I watched some video of the kid Shroeder and dude is a baller! Comes to mind as a mix between Rondo and
Westbrook(slashing to the basket) and the main thing I like about him is that he, not like Teague...FINISHES at the rim!

Posted by devounknown1000 at 9:07 a.m. Jun. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

DF MUST SIGN

TEAGUE 5 YEAR 40MILL

JOSH 5 YEAR 75MILL

D12 4 YEAR 87MILL

GO HAWKS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Posted by GASports at 9:08 a.m. Jun. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

Muscala is a guy that will help Al spread the floor. He can shoot the rock. Nogueira needs to had some muscle but he runs
the floor like a gazelle. Reminds me of Javele McGhee.

Posted by GASports at 9:09 a.m. Jun. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

THE TRADES: A

The Hawks ended up with Nogueira (16), Muscala (44) and Jared Cunningham (DAL) for Shane Larkin (18).

They also dealt Raul Neto (47) and James Ennis (50) to Utah and Miami, respectively, for those two future second round
picks.

The Hawks got a better second rounder and a first rounder simply for taking Jared Cunningham off DAL hands. Brilliant!

THE GRADES:

Lucas Nogueira: B

While I would like to give this an A for getting a center, having Gorgui Dieng on the board at the time of the pick, who appears
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more proven, even though he is 23 while BeBe is 20 and an inch taller, makes it a little flat.

Dennis Schroeder: B+

A fine value where they picked him and at a key position, he is only 19 and still much to show in growth. Taking Dieng here
would have been good, too -- Two center is no crime. No slam dunk here, but a great value pick at a key position, especially
if they are going to need to make a tough decision on Jeff Teague soon.

Mike Muscala: A

A quality big find in the second round? For the Hawks? In a trade? The fact that Muscala is what the Hawks want from a big
(efficient, rebounder, defender) are tasty cherries on the sundae.

Overall: B+

Better than solid draft from Danny Ferry and team. We wanted them to deliver a Spurs-like draft and they delivered. They
acquired a big, a point and another big while maneuvering to get better assets than they had coming into the draft. Bravo,
guys! Nice to be able to be participants in the draft instead of seemingly being contemptuous of it.

Posted by Just-Joe at 9:09 a.m. Jun. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

People are raving about Schroeder's length, but I guess they're forgetting that Teague had a slightly larger wingspan coming
out of college. I'm hoping for both guys holding down the PG spot together for the next 4 years.

Posted by BigCrimson75 at 9:09 a.m. Jun. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

Chris V.
-I know there are still many, many questions to be answered as the Hawks build a roster.
-----------
Actually, The Hawks didn't answer a single question last night.
Are they(Hawks):
-re-signing Smooth
-re-signing Teague
-gonna offer Dwight Howard or Chris Paul
-gonna offer anybody 
-stashing these picks
-attempting to tank for next years lottery --- BAD IDEA!!

Props to DF. He did his job last night.
He made a good trade -- we picked up Jarred Cunningham for essentially nothing & drafted 2 NBA players(hopefully) with
potential in a weak draft.
The guys Ferry drafted seemed to be thought of better by scouts than those he passed on.

Posted by gacanefan at 9:12 a.m. Jun. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

The Hawks selected Ennis with a second-round pick (50th overall) before trading him to Miami for a future second rounder.
Ennis played two seasons at Long Beach State, averaging 13.2 points, 5.4 rebounds and 2.4 assists.
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Read more here: http://www.miamiherald.com/2013/06/28/3474596/miami-heats-shane-battier-shines.html#storylink=cpy

The crapy hawks will regret trading Larkin to the Mavs. This was the dumbest move since they passed on Chris Paul, to get
a stiff from UNC.

Posted by devounknown1000 at 9:12 a.m. Jun. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

STARTER

TEAGUE, LOU, JOSH, HORFORD, D12

BENCH

SCHROEDER, JENKINS, TOLLIVER, IVAN, PETRO

RESERVE, 

SCOTT, MUSCALA, LUCAS

GO HAWKS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Posted by Samurai-Squirrel at 9:22 a.m. Jun. 28, 2013
Report Abuse

Anyone else notice how tall Battier appeared standing next to the guys who got drafted? He made Oladipo look like a shrimp.
He also towered over McLemore (the guy I wanted us to trade up and get).
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